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1. Go to: http://www.civm.duhs.duke.edu/devatlas/index.html
2. Click on the “View Datasets in CIVMSpace” button
You will land on the CIVM - Embryo project/study home page

Access theAccess the  CIVMSpace DatabaseCIVMSpace Database

3. To view all the datasets in the CIVM – Embryo Study,
click on the link HERE in the study home page
when you enter the site for the first time.



View a Dataset (1/3)View a Dataset (1/3)

To view a dataset, click either on the thumbnail or on the file name. For example, click on ATLAS_E14.5.tif
To come back to this page later, click on List Datasets (1), then on Name (2) to sort them in ascending order
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View a Dataset (2/3)View a Dataset (2/3)

Tabs show the transverse, 
sagittal and dorsal planes

Slide bar to browse through the slices

You can download* the
dataset onto your computer

Tool buttons: go back and forth in the dataset,
play continuously, zoom in/out, …

*Provided you have registered



View a Dataset (3/3)View a Dataset (3/3)

You can view information about the dataset

Indicates the level of magnification



ViewView  Information about a DatasetInformation about a Dataset
Click on the red
arrows to view all
available information
about a dataset



Open a Dataset in VoxStation*Open a Dataset in VoxStation*

OR
- open the dataset in the view
page,
- select “Open in VoxStation”
from the dropdown menu,
- then click “Go”

A Java application will launch and open the dataset
in VoxStation.

**If you do not have the option “open safe files after
downloading” checked in your web browser’s general
preferences, you will have to double-click on the
VoxStation.jnlp icon downloaded to launch VoxStation**

*Provided you have registered

From the main “Datasets” page, where all the datasets
in the study are listed, find KO_mef2c_E14.5_MT

1. check the box to the left of the dataset

2. select “View checked Datasets in VoxStation” at the
bottom of the page, then click “Go”
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View a Dataset in VoxStationView a Dataset in VoxStation

Drawing
tools Magnification

tool
Slide bar to browse
through the slices

1. Click on the “Structures” tab of the
left window (highlighted in blue)

2. Go to “Structures” on the top bar
and click on ”Turn on All Structures”
to view all structures simultaneously

Adjust brightness
tool

3. Double-click on the name
of a structure to turn it on/off



View H&E Sections in VoxStationView H&E Sections in VoxStation
1.a. From CIVMSpace, open ATLAS_E14.5.tif
in VoxStation*

1.b. In VoxStation, double-click on Sagittal to show that
plane

2. From CIVMSpace, find and open
H&E_E14.5_SAG_section3.tif in VoxStation*

3. From VoxStation, double-click on the corresponding
section tag to get to the matching MR slice
(i.e. H&E_14.5_SAG_section3)

You can view H&E sections and the
corresponding MR slices simultaneously:
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*See how to Open a Dataset in VoxStation 



View a Labeled Dataset inView a Labeled Dataset in  MBATMBAT

5. Open E16_Coronal.keg from MBAT
Make sure that in the file selection window, you select in
File Type: Atlas (*.keg, *.atlas) to see your .keg file.
(it will call the 7 other files, so make sure they all stay
together in the same folder)

6. Scroll your mouse over the dots
to view the name of the structures
You can click on the “Label Tool” button
to show the list of all structures

7. Go through the next/previous slices:
- Make sure the center window is active by
clicking on it and a pink frame should appear
- Press the up/down keys on your keyboard

1. From the CIVM - Embryo study home page, click on
the “Download MBAT Application” button

2. Unzip the civm_mbat.zip file: it will create an
mbat.1.1.5.jar folder AND an mbat.1.1.5.jar file

3. Double click on the mbat.1.1.5.jar file to launch MBAT

4. Back to CIVMSpace, in the list of datasets, find
MBAT_LABELED_E16.zip and download it onto your
computer (it will download a folder called “E16.zip”)

5. Unzip/decompress the folder (i.e. “E16”)
You will find 3 folders for the embryonic stage you
downloaded: axial, sagittal and coronal. Each of these
folders contains 8 files.



HelpHelp

For more instructions on how to:

-  navigate through the site,
-  create structures,
-  upload datasets,
-  export datasets or structures,
-  etc…

Use the CIVMSpace Help
Or contact civmspacesupport@orion.duhs.duke.edu


